F ifty years ago, Hatch and Slack
1 published an analysis of photosynthesis that gave birth to a new field. Their work not only stimulated intense biochemical research to define the mechanisms of a new photosynthetic pathway, but also fed into many other disciplines. Ecologists found that the pathway could explain species distributions. Geologists gained greater insight into changes in the isotope composition of sediments and fossils. And evolutionary biologists started to investigate the highly complex pathway, which is found in many plant lineages and is now considered one of the most remarkable examples of convergent evolution -a process in which the same feature evolves independently in different unrelated species.
Fifteen years before Hatch and Slack's work, Calvin and co-workers had identified the first photosynthetic pathway by which inorganic atmospheric CO 2 is incorporated (fixed) into organic carbon-containing molecules 2 . The initial step in the pathway produces a molecule that contains three carbon atoms, and it was widely thought that all land-dwelling plants used this 'C 3 ' photosynthesis. However, this assumption was disproved by Hatch and Slack's carefully executed experiments. They used the carbon-14 isotope to create 14 CO 2 and then tracked how the 14 C was incorporated into molecules in sugar cane plants. Remarkably, they found that the first step of carbon fixation was actually into a four-carbon molecule 1 . This alternative pathway became known as C 4 photosynthesis. At the time, the significance of Hatch and Slack's finding was that two photosynthetic pathways were now known to operate in plants.
The study by Hatch and Slack explained some puzzling reports. Laboratories as far apart as Hawaii and Russia had observed unexpected carbon incorporation patterns when 14 CO 2 was supplied to sugarcane and maize (corn) leaves 3, 4 . However, Calvin and others questioned the validity of those reports, and the findings were not accepted by the field. The main objection was that 14 CO 2 had often been introduced to leaves in the dark, when photosynthesis is not active, which risks creating artefacts of non-photosynthetic metabolism.
Hatch and Slack's key advance was providing a pulse of 14 CO 2 to leaves in light, followed by introduction of CO 2 that did not contain 14 C. Such 'pulse chase' experiments can track a 14 C wave as it transits through molecules in a pathway. The approach showed that the carbon was first incorporated into malate (Fig. 1) The authors compared pairs of images of the Moon's surface taken at different times, and discovered that 222 craters had formed in the periods between the images being taken. They therefore estimate that about 180 craters of at least 10 metres in diameter form annually across the entire Moon. This is 33% more than would have been expected from a commonly used model of impact frequency.
By calculating the ratios of surface reflectance between pairs of images, Speyerer et al. uncovered distinct zones of subtly modified reflectance around the newly formed craters. The zones extend many crater widths out from the centre and are not visible to the naked eye (pictured are the ratios for a 12-m crater; dark regions reveal a zone that splays out up to 1,800 m from the centre). The authors propose that these zones are caused by impact-induced jets of melted and vaporized material formed early in the crater-formation process.
The researchers also detected thousands of subtle surface disturbances -changes in local reflectance that lack a resolvable crater rim. They interpret many of these as the scars of secondary impacts that churned up the upper few centimetres of the surface without forming a resolvable crater. Speyerer and colleagues therefore propose that the upper 2 centimetres of loose surface material on the Moon will be reworked in about 81,000 years, 100 times faster than previously predicted.
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Fifty years of C 4 photosynthesis
Half a century after the discovery of a plant photosynthetic pathway termed C 4 , researchers are working to engineer this efficient pathway into crops such as rice to maintain food security. C isotope to track the fate of the carbon (red) of carbon dioxide as it was incorporated into intracellular organic carbon molecules during photosynthesis in leaves illuminated by light 1 . They found that the 14 C was incorporated into a malate molecule containing four carbon atoms. This four-carbon molecule pointed to a new photosynthesis pathway, which was termed C 4 photosynthesis. Although C 4 photosynthesis has evolved independently many times across the plant phylogeny, including in maize (corn), many key crops such as potatoes, wheat or rice use a less efficient photosynthesis pathway called C 3 . A future goal is to try to engineer this efficient C 4 photosynthesis pathway into other plants such as rice (or potentially other C 3 crop plants).
and then transferred to the three-carbon molecule 3-phosphoglycerate (also produced by the enzyme RuBisCO in the C 3 pathway). This demonstration of carbon flux is still the most definitive evidence for a C 4 photosynthetic pathway.
Even before Hatch and Slack's discovery, there were clues that the physiology of some plants was different 5 . Tropical grasses often grow substantially faster, have higher photosynthetic rates and use water more efficiently than other plants. Furthermore, peculiar circular structures had been spotted more than 100 years ago in some leaves 5 . These structures, known as 'Kranz anatomy' (Kranz is the German word for wreath), are concentric circles of mesophyll cells that surround bundle sheath cells around the veins. The role of Kranz anatomy became apparent only in the context of C 4 photosynthesis.
By the 1980s, the fundamentals of the specialized biochemistry and modified anatomy of a C 4 leaf were known. All major enzymes required for the C 4 cycle had been identified, and the requirement for the C 4 pathway to be compartmentalized into two different cell types had been linked to Kranz anatomy. The C 4 leaf became a model for understanding specific cells of plants 6 , and researchers proposed that Kranz anatomy developed as a result of a diffusible molecule emanating from veins 7 .
In the decades following Hatch and Slack's advance, C 4 photosynthesis inspired other studies in diverse fields. In agriculture, it explained the high rates of photosynthesis and low water loss of some crops. The key factor is the PEPC enzyme, which acts at the start of the C 4 photosynthesis pathway. PEPC has a higher binding affinity for carbon than does the RuBisCO enzyme that acts at a similarly early step in C 3 photosynthesis. This means that the stomatal pores that allow atmospheric CO 2 to enter the leaf don't need to open as wide in a C 4 plant 8 , so water loss through the stomata is reduced. PEPC incorporates 13 C more readily than RuBisCO does 9 , and the resulting differences in leaf carbon-isotope signatures allows species classification as C 3 or C 4 plants in living tissue or fossils. This approach soon piqued the interest of ecologists and evolutionary biologists.
Ecologists realized that there were clear geographical distribution gradients of C 3 and C 4 plants, with C 4 plants dominating open habitats in the tropics and subtropics and gradually becoming less common farther from the equator 10 . The distribution was linked to the selective pressures that drive C 4 evolution, with C 4 plants commonly associated with dry conditions. Fossil studies provided insight into ancient environments. The 13 C content of C 4 leaves led to the discovery 11 that C 4 grasses rapidly expanded and came to dominate prairies and savannahs around 10 million to 6 million years ago: animals grazing on savannah grasses produce fossils that have a C 4 -type carbonisotope signature; those browsing on C 3 trees produce fossils that have a C 3 isotope signature.
The discovery that C 4 plants arose across evolutionarily distantly related species implies repeated evolution of this complex photosynthetic pathway from the ancestral C 3 system. Despite the high complexity of the C 4 system, it has evolved independently many times, and the number of unrelated groups of C 4 plants has grown steadily, to around 61 lineages 12 . Several factors might have facilitated the repeated evolution of C 4 photosynthesis. For example, proteins of the C 4 pathway seem to be present in the ancestral C 3 state 13 . That means that, in principle, C 4 photosynthesis harnesses components already found in C 3 plants. Indeed, part of the C 4 pathway operates in some C 3 tissues 14 .
The repeated evolution of the C 4 system continues to intrigue. Although C 4 species are widely distributed within flowering plants, there are very few C 4 trees, a phenomenon that
has not yet been fully explained. For nearly 40 years, the C 4 pathway was thought to be dependent on pathway compartmentalization between mesophyll and bundle sheath cell types in the Kranz anatomy, but then several single-celled C 4 plants were discovered that broke that rule 15 . This year, Hatch and Slack attended a fiftieth anniversary conference of their discovery in Canberra, Australia. They attended every session and were clearly excited, entertained and at times probably bemused by the variety of work now going on as a consequence of their work. Photosynthesis is approximately 50% more efficient in C 4 plants than in C 3 species 8 , leading to substantial yield benefits. Rice, the staple crop for more than half of the world's population, uses the C 3 pathway. As a consequence, substantial international efforts are now under way to understand the highly complex C 4 system sufficiently to allow it to be engineered into C 3 
S E R E N A T U C C I & J O S H U A M . A K E Y
A remarkable feature of modern humans is our wanderlust, which the poet Charles Baudelaire famously referred 1 to as "l'horreur du domicile". From our evolutionary birthplace in Africa 2 , modern humans have migrated to nearly every habitable corner of Earth (Fig. 1) , overcoming obstacles such as ice, deserts, oceans and mountains. The number, timing and routes of human dispersals out of Africa have implications for understanding our past and how that past influenced contemporary patterns of human genomic variation. Three studies on pages 207, 201 and 238 (Malaspinas et al. 3 , Mallick et al. 4 and Pagani et al.
5
) describe 787 new, high-quality genomes of individuals from geographically diverse populations, providing opportunities to refine and extend current models of historical human migration.
In the past decade, the maturation of wholegenome sequencing technology has enabled data to be generated on a scale that was previously difficult to imagine. Genome-scale studies in humans, such as the 1000 Genomes Project 6 , which was completed last year, have contributed to a catalogue of genetic variation and genomic regions that confer the ability to adapt to diverse environments. Nonetheless, existing genetic data are often constrained by several factors, including limited breadth of population sampling and low-coverage data (in which each region of the genome is sequenced only a few times, leading to high error rates and missed variants). To address this issue, the current studies collect highcoverage sequence data for individuals from more than 270 populations across the globe. By studying the genetic diversity within and between these populations, the groups can tackle many questions about our past.
Cataloguing genetic data from indigenous populations, which are often difficult to access and are rapidly disappearing, is an important achievement. Mallick et al. and Pagani et al.
made great efforts to comprehensively sample regions that are typically under-studied; these include African populations, which have considerable genetic, linguistic and cultural diversity. Similarly, Malaspinas et al. describe the first extensive survey of human genetic diversity in Australia -a poorly studied region that, together with New Guinea, contains some of the earliest archaeological and fossil evidence of modern humans outside Africa.
The high-resolution portrait of human genetic diversity afforded by these studies allows new inferences to be made about our migration out of Africa. There are currently two conflicting models for such human dispersal. The first hypothesizes a single event that occurred around 40,000-80,000 years ago. Under this scenario, all present-day non-Africans trace their ancestry to a single population. By contrast, the multiple-dispersal model 7 posits that an initial migration out of Africa occurred as early as 120,000-130,000 years ago 8 , culminating in the peopling of southeast Asia and Australasia, possibly via a southern migration route along the coastline of the Arabian peninsula and the Indian subcontinent. This early dispersal was followed by a second migration from Africa, through the Levant, which resulted in the peopling of mainland Eurasia.
Superficially, the current studies seem to come to different conclusions about out-ofAfrica dispersals. Pagani et al. found that about 2% of genomes from individuals of Papua New Guinean ancestry indicate that their ancestors separated from Africans earlier than did other Eurasians. This observation is consistent with a multiple-dispersal model in which an early expansion of modern humans from Africa led to the peopling of Australasia around 120,000 years ago. This early out-of-Africa migration would have been followed by subsequent dispersals, and would have contributed only a small amount of ancestry to present-day Papuan individuals. Cranial morphology and other genetic data also support the idea of an early expansion 9 . Malaspinas et al. and Mallick et al. consider a different sequence of events, in which all contemporary non-Africans branched off from a single ancestral population. Malaspinas and colleagues provide evidence that, on leaving Africa, modern humans immediately separated, leading to two waves of dispersal. As previously proposed 10 , one wave led to the peopling of Australasia, whereas the other contributed to the ancestry of present-day mainland Eurasians. Mallick and co-workers propose that this early separation instead occurred between west and east Eurasians, meaning that present-day people in Australia and Papua New Guinea might be descended from the same wave as east Asians. 
